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Abstract
Recent work on intelligent tutoring systems has used
Bayesian networks to model students’ acquisition of skills.
In many cases, researchers have hand-coded the parameters
of the networks, arguing that the conditional probabilities of
models containing hidden variables are too difficult to learn
from data. We present a machine learning approach that uses
Expectation-Maximization to learn the parameters of a dynamic Bayesian network with hidden variables. We test our
methodology on data that was simulated using a state-based
model of skill acquisition. Results indicate that it is possible to learn the parameters of hidden variables given enough
sequential data of training sessions on similar problems.

Introduction
Human teachers are expected to improve with experience;
they should learn how to handle different types of students,
and learn which methods work for which learning difficulties. But how can a computerized teacher improve its skills
over time after working with hundreds of students? How can
it recognize that certain problems are too difficult for a student or identify which hints should follow other hints? How
can it become more skillful over time? Our research is directed toward providing answers to these questions, which
may be divided into two distinct issues: 1) creation of student models from student log file data, and 2) creation of
optimal policies that query the student model to determine
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appropriate responses to maximize student learning. This
paper is an initial step toward addressing the first component: creating student models from behavioral data.
The worth and difficulties of using student log file data to
improve tutoring systems has been discussed (Heiner, Beck,
& Mostow 2004). Some ideas have been put forth about
how to improve the model of the domain by taking into account students’ behavior (Koedinger & Mathan 2004) and
also on how to learn Bayesian networks to discover links
between behavior and motivation/attitudes/goals (Arroyo &
Woolf 2004; Conati, Gertner, & VanLehn 2002). Beck &
Woolf (Beck & Woolf 2000a; 2000b; Beck, Woolf, & Beal
2000) demonstrated how past student data can be used to
form a population student model. Some of these past student models have been fairly sophisticated, using dynamic
Bayesian networks with hundreds of nodes to model the
students. Bayesian networks are particularly appropriate
given the level of uncertainty of a student’s behavior (Conati,
Gertner, & VanLehn 2002; Murray & VanLehn 2000; Reye
1998). The main limitation of this past work is that crucial parameters of these networks — such as the capability of a hint to support a student’s skill transition from an
unmastered to a mastered state — have been set by hand.
Mayo & Mitrovic (Mayo & Mitrovic 2001) realized this
limitation and constructed an English capitalization tutor
(CAPIT) that learned the parameters of a dynamic Bayesian
network from students’ behavior. Their student model involved nodes that represented observable behaviors, such
as the incorrect responses to a capitalization problem (constraint violation outcomes). CAPIT predicted performance
on a problem based on the outcome of past problems involving similar constraints, or skills. They suggested that
having hidden nodes of skill mastery was undesirable, because of the need to hand-code parameters such as the impact of hints on skills, and thus relied merely on observable data. Our work is a step forward in that it focuses on
learning student models that include hidden skill mastery
nodes, without hand-coding any parameters of the model.
We use machine learning techniques that deal with missing
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Figure 1: The first and second training sessions for skill s1
data (Expectation-Maximization) to learn parameters of the
network.
Ultimately, our goal is to develop an intelligent tutoring
system that prepares high school students for standardized
geometry tests. To meet this goal, we have developed a computerized tutor called Wayang Outpost (Beal et al. 2003)
that trains students on geometry problems. Successful solution of these problems requires a variety of skills with different levels of difficulty. For instance, simple skills govern
a student’s ability to recognize fundamental geometry concepts (such as the identification of a rectangle), while complex skills are defined as compound concepts (such as finding the side of a 30-60-90 triangle given that the length of
one other side is known). Both simple and complex skills
are used in the process of solving a problem. If we can
identify the set of skills required to solve the test problems,
student modeling consists of estimating a student’s level of
mastery of the set of skills. This model can be used to decide
which problem to present to a student next. We can use the
model to predict whether a student will answer a problem
correctly, and update our estimate based on the student’s actual answer. Learning in the tutor takes place through the use
of hints. A hint describes the information associated with a
single skill and shows the application of the skill to the solution of the problem.
We evaluate the feasibility and accuracy of automatically
learning parameters for Bayesian student models with latent
variables (skill mastery) from behavioral data. To accomplish this goal, we present simulated student behavioral data
generated from a model of the training of one-skill problems, described in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce

a dynamic Bayesian network to model the problem-solving
activity of students, including hidden (latent) nodes of skill
mastery. We explain and describe the results of using parameter learning techniques that deal with missing data to
learn probability distributions over hidden nodes (the mastery of skills), guesses, slips, and the capability of hints to
make the student master skills, among others. In Section 4,
we compare the learned parameters to the true originating
ones, and end with a discussion of the feasibility of using
machine learning to learn sophisticated student models with
hidden variables from actual student behavioral data.

Generative skill model
Eventually, we want to train a student model on actual student data. However, to test the feasibility of estimating skill
mastery levels, we tested our approach on simulated data
first. We developed a simple training model consisting of
ten trials during which a student is trained on three skills:
s1 , s2 , and s3 . The motivation for this model came from a
state-based approach to skill acquisition (Fisher 1996). We
assume that students do not have skills s1 , s2 or s3 mastered
at the onset of learning. We train only on problems that require one skill. If a student answers a problem incorrectly
during learning, a hint is shown. As a result of seeing the
hint, the student masters the skill with probability
P (si = mastered | si = not mastered, hi = shown) = pi ,
where hi is the hint associated with skill si , i = 1, 2, 3. After the hint is shown, a new problem that requires the same
skill is presented to the student. Let oi be the student’s answer to problem i, which depends on whether the student

Table 1: Conditional probabilities of the skill model.
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Figure 2: The DBN model of a one-skill problem

P (oi = correct | si = mastered) = qi .
In this model, we are not concerned with the precise sequence of training trials but with the number of times each
skill is trained. We generated data for 36 possible combinations of the three skills trained during 10 trials with the
parameter values subjective set according to Table 1.
Figure 1 illustrates the first and second training sessions
for skill s1 . In the figure, S1 denotes the event that s1 is
mastered, and S̄1 denotes the event that s1 is not mastered.
We can calculate marginal probabilities of a student answering correctly after being trained on the skill once or twice.
Following the same logic, we can calculate that probability
for any number of training sessions for each skill.

Student model
There are several things to consider when selecting an appropriate model of student learning. Many factors influence
a student’s behavior during interaction with a tutor, such as
attitude, knowledge, fatigue, and interest. These characteristics are largely unobservable and can only be inferred
from observations. A suitable model should deal with unobservable information and perform inference. There is also
a range of possible observations that can be made about a
student, such as the answer to a specific problem, the time it
took to give an answer, and the student’s facial expression.
A model has to specify which information to include and
which to ignore, both in terms of unobservable characteristics and observations.
The goal of an intelligent tutoring system is to increase
a student’s knowledge of a specific subject matter. As a
student interacts with a tutor, the student’s knowledge level
changes as s/he learns about the subject through the problems and hints presented by the tutor. A student’s attitude
and fatigue level also varies throughout the tutoring session.
A suitable model should describe how a student’s knowledge
and behavior changes over time. Another useful property of
a student model is to predict a student’s behavior based on
current estimates of the student’s characteristics.
We modeled student learning with a dynamic Bayesian
network, or DBN (Dean & Kanazawa 1989), which describes how the values of a set of variables evolve over time.
The variables can be either observed or unobserved, and several fast algorithms can be used to perform inference. In
addition, a DBN facilitates modeling conditional independence between variables, which helps speed up learning and
inference. For these reasons, we believe that the DBN is
exceptionally well-suited to model student learning.

To start simple, we decided to restrict the unobservable
characteristics to a student’s knowledge of the subject matter. We also included observations about a student’s answers
to problems and whether or not a student was presented with
hints. In the simple case we are studying, each problem is
associated with a single skill that the student is supposed to
master. Intuitively, the answer that a student provides to a
problem depends on the student’s current mastery of the associated skill. The student’s mastery of the skill as a result
of working on a problem depends on the previous level of
mastery and whether or not the student saw a hint.
Figure 2 shows two time-slices of the DBN that we designed to model a student’s mastery of a one-skill problem.
At time t, the variable sti is the current estimate of a student’s mastery of skill si , hti indicates whether or not a hint
is being presented, and oti is the student’s answer to the problem. Shaded nodes indicate that the associated variable is
observed. We assume that a student either masters or does
not master the skill, so all variable have discrete values. The
student’s answer to the problem at time t (oti ) depends on
the student’s mastery of the skill at time t (sti ). The student’s
mastery of the skill at time t + 1 (st+1
) depends on the masi
tery at time t (sti ) and whether or not a hint is presented at
time t + 1 (ht+1
).
i

Experimental results
The DBN shown in Figure 2 was used for all experiments.
Each variable in this network is modeled using a binomial
random variable. A latent skill variable sti is either mastered
or not mastered. A hint hti is an observed variable that is
either shown or not shown. Finally, the observation variable
oti is either correct or incorrect.
Multiple experiments were conducted to determine if the
student model parameters could be learned from data. There
are several reasons why learning the parameters is preferable to hardcoding them. If the model accurately describes
the underlying generative process, then learning the parameters results in a model that best fits the data. Furthermore,
each problem in the tutor will have different dynamics depending on the number of skills involved and the inherent
difficulty of the problem. Automating the parameter estimation process captures an individual problem’s dynamics.
Simulated data was generated for three one-skill problems according to the parameter values in Table 1. The
goal of these experiments was to determine the requirements

Table 2: Parameters learned for Problem 1 versus the true generative model. Before learning, the parameters were either
initialized completely randomly or partially randomly with some of the skill transition parameters set close to the true value.
Model Parameters
P (s11 = mastered | h11 = not shown)
P (ot1 = correct | st1 = mastered)
P (ot1 = correct | st1 = not mastered)
P (st+1
= mastered | st1 = mastered, ht+1 = shown)
1
t+1
P (s1 = mastered | st1 = mastered, ht+1 = not shown)
P (st+1
= mastered | st1 = not mastered, ht+1
= shown)
1
1
t+1
P (s1 = mastered | st1 = not mastered, ht+1
= not shown)
1

for parameter estimation in order to recover the true model.
Once the limitations of this method are well understood (i.e.
amount of data required to recover the model), we plan to
use the same technique on actual log data of high school
students using the geometry tutor.
The experiments represent varying levels of problem difficulty, where Problem 3 is harder than Problem 2 which
is harder than Problem 1. The increased difficulty comes
in the form of lower probabilities of a student getting the
problem correct given the skill is mastered as well as lower
probabilities of a hint changing a skill from not mastered to
mastered. For all tests, the probability of getting a problem
correct given the skill is not mastered is zero. This simplification, which will be relaxed in future experiments, means
the student cannot guess the solution without having knowledge of the requisite skill.
Each dataset consisted of 360 instances (ten trials from
each of the 36 possible combinations of skills) of a simulated student answering a problem anywhere from one time
to eight times. If a simulated student is given a problem multiple times, there is more evidence for learning the transition
probability P (st+1
| sti , ht+1
). For each of the three exi
i
periments, the simulated students were assumed to not have
the skill mastered on the first time slice. If the student answered incorrectly, then a hint was shown before the student
attempted to solve the problem again.
The model parameters were learned using ExpectationMaximization, or EM (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin 1977).
This algorithm is used to learn a joint probability distribution when some of the data is hidden. EM alternates between
an E-step and an M-step. In the E-step, the expected values
for the hidden values are calculated based on the observed
data and the current estimate of the model parameters. The
model parameters are then updated in the M-step to maximize the joint likelihood given the statistics learned in the
E-step. Convergence to a locally optimal solution is guaranteed.
To determine the impact of parameter initialization, we
conducted two separate tests. The first test was done using
completely random intialization of the seven free model parameters. The second test randomly initialized four of the
seven parameters. The remaining three parameters not randomly initialized were assigned the following values at the

All
Random
0
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0
1.0
.99
.59
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Partially
Random
0
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.01

True
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beginning of EM:
P (st+1
= mastered|sti = mastered, ht+1
= shown) = .99
i
i
= not shown) = .99
P (st+1
= mastered|sti = mastered, ht+1
i
i
P (st+1
= mastered|sti = not mastered, ht+1
= not shown) = .01
i
i

The results are shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4. The learned
parameters, which are in the second and third columns of
the tables, are averaged over five trials. The last column in
the tables shows the actual values used to generate the simulated data. For each test, EM is able to recover the model
parameters within an acceptable margin of error. The results
are consistent across Problem 1, Problem 2, and Problem 3;
therefore, problem difficulty does not seem to have an effect
on the quality of parameter estimation.
In particular, the parameters learned using partially random initialization achieve values very close to the true
model. While this is not surprising, it does suggest having
enough sequential data is important to effectively learn the
). To attain this data,
| sti , ht+1
skill transition matrix P (st+1
i
i
students need to be given the same problem (or similar versions of that problem) multiple times. We further examined
this constraint by varying the number of problems the simulated students saw in the training set. Students were given
Problem 3 anywhere from only once up to a maximum of
eight times. EM was able to learn better (i.e. closer to the
true value with less variance) parameters if the simulated
student saw more problems. The results from this experiment are shown in Figure 3 for parameters p3 and q3 . The
resulting values of p3 and q3 were averaged across 20 trials, each involving 360 students. All model parameters were
randomly initialized. The error bars in Figure 3 represent ±
one standard deviation from the mean.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a model of student behavior based
on hidden skills. The skills correspond to geometry concepts
which a student applies to a problem. The model, which
is formulated as a dynamic Bayesian network, is flexible
enough to include additional factors that are known to affect student performance (i.e. student attitude and interest)
in the future. We chose to keep the model simple at this point
to facilitate the evaluation of learning the model parameters
from data.

Table 3: Parameters learned for Problem 2 versus the true generative model.
Model Parameters
P (s12 = mastered | h12 = not shown)
P (ot2 = correct | st2 = mastered)
P (ot2 = correct | st2 = not mastered)
P (st+1
= mastered | st2 = mastered, ht+1 = shown)
2
t+1
P (s2 = mastered | st2 = mastered, ht+1 = not shown)
P (st+1
= mastered | st2 = not mastered, ht+1
= shown)
2
2
t+1
P (s2 = mastered | st2 = not mastered, ht+1
= not shown)
2

All
Random
0
.82
0
1.0
.98
.48
.06

Partially
Random
0
.80
0
1.0
1.0
.49
.03

True
0
.8
0
1
1
.5
0

Table 4: Parameters learned for Problem 3 versus the true generative model.
Model Parameters
P (s13 = mastered | h13 = not shown)
P (ot3 = correct | st3 = mastered)
P (ot3 = correct | st3 = not mastered)
P (st+1
= mastered | st3 = mastered, ht+1 = shown)
3
P (st+1
= mastered | st3 = mastered, ht+1 = not shown)
3
t+1
P (s3 = mastered | st3 = not mastered, ht+1
= shown)
3
t+1
t
P (st+1
=
mastered
|
s
=
not
mastered,
h
= not shown)
3
3
3

Experiments were conducted using simulated data for
one-skill problems. Since the skills are latent variables, we
used the Expectation-Maximization algorithm to learn the
model parameters. Results were presented for three problems with varying degrees of difficulty and different parameter initializations. We conclude from these experiments that
the model parameters can be learned for one-skill problems
provided enough sequential data exists to learn the effect of
a hint. This sequential data condition has an important implication for mining student models from log data. It is only
when students see enough problems of a similar kind that
mining algorithms such as EM can learn parameters that are
important to the student model, such as the capability of a
hint to make a student transition from non-mastery to mastery of a skill. In general, this work shows that mining student models from data seems plausible under certain conditions.

In the future, we will scale up the simulation to include
problems involving multiple skills and allow for students
correctly guessing the answer without having the required
skill. This constraint needs to be relaxed since problems in
the geometry tutor and the SAT exam are multiple choice. In
conjunction with these experiments, we will determine how
well this model explains actual data of high school students
who have used the geometry tutor. Lastly, we plan to use the
learned student models to help choose an appropriate action
for the tutor. We are exploring an optimization framework to
select tutoring strategies based on student model predictions.
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